Director Clinical
Development
Cpl Life Sciences – Physician Practice. A specialist US based
retained search & contingent staffing firm working exclusively to
identify talented Physicians for Biopharma. Since 2005 we have
developed the largest global network of physicians, the majority of
our successful assignments come via passive non market active
talent that enjoy an exclusive relationship with CPL Physicians

SCENARIO
Cpl Physicians partnered with an established global biotechnology company who recently received
positive readouts on their phase III Oncology drug and were looking to hire a Director Clinical
Development to lead on their studies. Based on recent success in placing a senior hire with this
business, they reached out again to Physician Practice Lead, Jacob Burrows. A full and
comprehensive briefing was taken including all challenges experienced in the hiring process. With
the pipeline progressing this was now at a critical hiring stage.

ACTION
Seeking an Oncologist ideally with a background in Radiology the team set out to network with both
individuals in Academia and in the pharmaceutical/biotechnology industry. As the technology
platform this business uses is extremely novel, the team were able to use this as a great talking point
when connecting with candidates. Several profiles were presented to the hiring team and the Vice
President Clinical Development selected 5 candidates to bring forward for an initial interview.

OUTCOME
Three individuals were shortlisted for further calls with the leadership team and members of the
clinical development team. Due to recent local lockdown restrictions and some individuals being
based across Europe, Cpl Physicians were responsible for arranging and booking in the interviews
for both parties. The hiring manager decided to proceed with a Board-Certified Radiation Oncologist
who had an extensive background in clinical research. Jacob was able to support and guide this
physician out of academia and into the industry with a smooth transition securing the candidate an
attractive first offer. The candidate is now settled into the role and is enjoying the new challenge.

ANY OTHER ROLES FILLED WITH THE CLIENT?
The team has now filled three critical hires in the R&D team and each individual is making a positive
impact. As they look to identify hiring needs for 2022, Jacob and the team will be first choice for
recruitment of these positions. Working across both the East & West Coast the organization now has a
wide pool of experienced candidates to consider for future opportunities.

